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ABSTRA . A method is given for representing 3-D shapes. It is based on a hierarchy of st ick figures• (called 3-D models) , where each stick corres ponds to an axis in the shape’s general ized cone representat ion .
Although the representation of a complete shape may contain many stick figures at different levels of
deta il, only one st ick figure is examined at a time while the representation is being used to Interpret an
Image. By thus balanc ing scope of description against detail, the com plexity of’ the computations needed
to support the representation is minimized. The method requires (a) a database of stored st ick figures; (b)
a sh?ipte dev ice called the image-s~ace pro cessor. for moving between object-centered and viewer-centered
coord inate frames; and (c) a process for 4relaxing~ a stored model onto the Image duri ng recognition.
The relation of the theory to ‘mental rotation’ phenomena is discussed, and some crit ical ex perimenta l
predictions are made.

This report descr ibes r~~~ch done at the Art if icial Intelligence Laboratory of the Massachu sett s Institute
of .Techno logy. Support for the laboratory’s artifidal intelligence research Is provided In part by the
Advanc Pro ts Agency of the Department of Defense under Office of’ Naval Research
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Marr & Nishihara 2 SPASAR THEORY

H
Summery

E A method is given for representing 3-D shapes. It is based on a hierarchy of stick figures
(called. 3-D models), where each stick corres ponds to an axis In the shape’s generalized cone
representation.
2. By .- using stick figures to represen t a shape and its parts at several levels of detail, a
representation is obtained that is intrins ically simple, yet which maintains its fide lity to an
arbitrary level of precision.

• S. While the representat ion is being used to Interpret an image, only one stick figure is
• examined at a time. By thus balancing scope of descr iption against detail, the complexity of

the computat ions needed to support the representation is min imized .
4. The structures and processes associated with the method are described . The most
Important are (a) a database of’ stored stick-figures, which are indexed In several ways; (b)
an image-spa ce processor, which Is a sim ple mechanism for moving between object-centered
and viewer-centered coordinate frames, and (c) a process for ~relaxlngM a stored model onto
the image during the recognition and representation of spatial orientat ion .

• 5. Some facets of the theory’s relaxation process resemble the computation of a 3-D rotation,
but a computer graph ics metaphor is mis leading. In fact the manipulation s take place on
abstract vectors (the st icks ) th at are not even present in the original Image. and It is roughly
correct to say that only two such vector s are explicitly represented at a time.
6. If the method is taken as a psychological theory. it makes a critical prediction Which , II
false, wou ld dis prove it. Views of an object in wh tct~ an Important axis of its generalized
cone representation is severely foreshortened ar~~ culiarly diffi cult to tnt~rpret. Such views 4”)
are not uncommon, and it is predicted that this class of views corresponds to those that
Warr ington & Taylor (1973) labelled ~unconventlonalN. Their patients should therefore fall

• on these views.
7. The theory provides an explanation of most of the experimenta l results concerning mental
rotation that have recently been discovered by R. N. Shepard and his colleagues. The linear
dependence between time to interpret and 3-D angular discr epancy is however not a deep
consequence of the theory, merely the signature of implementing it In a particularly simple
way.
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• Marr & Nish ihara S SPASAR THEORY

1: Introduction
• At some point during the anal ysis of a two dimensional Image of an

objec t, the three-d imens ional structure of the viewed object and Its spatial relation to the
viewer must be estab lished and represented. The question is how? The form of the answer
we require Is not a detailed specification of some complex neurophysiological mechanism .
although eventually one will wish to derive such a thing. First, we need a more abstract
understanding of the computational problems Involved , that shows when and how to use the
various kinds of information that are available from an image. The understanding that we
seek may be ex pressed as a method (see Mart l976a); it amounts to a competence theory for
th is aspect of 3-D vision.

This article presents such a method, and It has four key Ingredients:
(a) The deep structure of the three-dimensional representation of an object’s shape consists 

- •

of a coarse stick figure. whose sticks corre spond to axes of the major components of the
shap e (such as arms , torso , head); and of individually addressable stick figures for each of
the component sha pes. In this way , arbitrar y detail can be represented in a system each of
whose component stick figures is rather simple , yet which maintains faithfully the important
shape characteristics at each level of description.
(b) Each stic k figure is defined by a propositional database called a 3-D model. The
geometrical structure of a 3-D model is specified by storin g the relative orientations of pairs
of connecting st icks. Thus the specification is made in a local coordinate system based on
the principal component of ’ the shape at tha t level of description, not In absolute coord inates

(
~~. based on a circumscribing frame of reference.

• Cc) When a 3-D model is being used to interpret an Image, a computation must be made that
relates the geometrical relationships among the sticks of the 3-D model to the 2-D

• relationships among the projections of those sticks In the image. The computation depends
upon the orientation and location of the 5-D model relat ive to the v iewer. This Is
accomp lished by a computa tlor ially simple mechanism called the image-spat. ~Tocessor , which
may be thought of as a device for trans forming a vector between object-centered and
viewer -centered coordinate systems.
(d) During recognit ion, a sophisticated interaction takes place between the Image. the 3-D
model, and the image-space processor. This Interaction gradually relaxes the stored S-D
model so that its axes project onto the axes computed from the Image. Some facets of this
process resemble the computation of a S-D rotation , but a simp le com puter graphics
metaphor is misleading. In fact , the rotat ions take place on abstract vectors (the axes) t hat
are not even present In the original Image; and it is rough ly. correct to say that only two
such vectors are explicitly represented at a time.

Thus the essence of the theory Is a method for representing the spatial
• disposition of the parts of an object and their relation to the v iewer. We believe that it may

shed some light on the phenomena of mental rotation uncov ered by R. N. Shepard and his
collaborators , and on certain neurological findings reported by Warrington & Taylor (1973).

Background: modular deco ’nposulon of the recognition process
Our overall picture of the recogn ition problem Is illustrated In f igure I,

• which embodies two points that we take as assumpt ions. Firstly, to a first approximation the —

0
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Figure I. This d~ag: m summarizes our overall view of the visual recognItion problem, and
it embodies several points that this article takes as assumptions. The first Is that the

• recognItion process decomposes to a set of modules that are to a first approximatIon
independent. The simplified subdivision shown here consists of four main stages, each of
which may contain several modules. (1) The translation of the image Into a primitive
description called the prim al sketch (Marr 197Gb); (2) The division of the prImal sketch into
regions or forms, through the action of various groupIng processes ranging in scope 1 ram
the very local to global predicates like a rough type of connectedness (3) The assignment of
an axis -based description to each form (see f igure 4); and (4) The construction of a 3-D
model for the vie wed shape , based Init Ially on the axes delivered by (3). The relation
between the 3-D model representation of a shape and the Image of that shape Is found and
maintaiued w ith the help of the image-space processor. Finally, the representation of the
geometry of a shape is separate from the representation of the shape ’s use or purpose 

-

(Warrington & Taylor 197*
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C
process of visual recognition decomposes to a set of modular steps. The evidence for this Is
extensive but indirect. It includes evidence from electrophys lologica l recordings from
Adrian (1941) to Hubel & Wiesel (1962. 1965), Barlow, Blakemore Sc Pettigrew (1967), and Zeki
($973); histological and neuroanatom lcal evidence from Brodmann (1909) and Cajal (1911) to
modern stud ies such as those of ZekI (1971), Altman , Kaas, Lane & Mlezin ($972), Altman,
Kaas Sc Lane (1973), Allman Sc Kaas (1974a, b Sc c) and the mass of clinical studies describing
patients who have lost particular and highly circumscribed funct ional parts of their
perceptual or motor faculties (Crltchley 1953,. Lurla 1970, Vinken Sc Bruyn 1969). EvIdence
against the assumption of modularity in its strictest form comes from Illusions In which

• quite late processing or high-level know ledge about an image appears to influence earlier
processing; for example, shape recognition normally follows f igure-ground separation., but
can sometimes influence it (e.g. Street $931). According to the assumption of modularity,
these effects should be regarded as second-order Interactions between modules that are to a

• first approximation independent (Marr 197Gb).
Secondly, we assume that there exists a module (or group of modules)

that is concerned with describin g the 3-D shape of an Item, and that this module is separate
from the representation of an Item’s functional semantics. The evidence for this Is a
penetrating analysis by Warrlngton Sc Taylor (3973), who concluded that these two functions
reside in distinct cortical areas. Patients with left parietal lesions showed disorders related to
the use and purpose of an object, but their abi lity to recognize and represent its 3-D shape
appeared to be intact. The opposite was true of patients with right parietal lesions.

L 
~
j  This article describes a theory of the representation and recognitIon oF 3-

D shape. Some parts of It, including the 3D representation scheme and the Image-space
processor, are precisely defined. Other parts, for example those concerned with database
access during recognition, are not yet rigorous. The reader will recognize that the looser
parts of the theory are those that are closely intertwined with other modules that we have
not yet studied , and cannot be made precise until the exact nature of those modules, and
what they can deliver from an Image, has been defined . We recognize the shortcomings in

• this account that arise for this reason, but believe that in order to rectify them one has to
have a clear gras p of a larger portion of the overall recognition process than the particular

i 3-D module described here. The theory as described here, together with other work (Marr
197Gb, Marr 1976c, Vatan Sc Marr 3976, Marr Sc Poggio 1976a, Ullman 1976) summarised

• brief ly by Marr Sc Poggio (197Gb), represents an attempt at decomposing the vision problem
Into modules. Study of the interactions between modules must fo llow this.

General nature of the 3-D representation
Methods for deriving and mani pulating the representation of a 3-D

shape depend heavily on the nature of the representation used. Our first task Is therefor~to discover which representat ion is most appropriate. There are four Ideas current in the
literature ; the mult iple view representat ion described by Minsk y (1975), Baumgart ’s ~l975)
representat ion by polyhedral approximation , the Ngenera lized cylinder rep resentation

• 
. proposed by Binford (1971), and Blum’s (1973) symmetrlc axis ’ representation, which Is

similar to the generalized cylinder representation for 2-D shapes, but differs from It in three

- -~•-~‘ • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~ —~~~~~~ • • -~~~ --~~~~-~~ •‘-••— ~..—- _______
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c. d.

Figure 3. This figure is taken from figure I of Baumgart ($975). and Illu strates his
representation of 3-D shape by polyhedral approximation. From three views of a p~ stic
horse, the silhouettes (a), (b) and (c) were obtained. A 3-D structure was computed from •

these silhou ettes by a cone intersection technique, and the polyhedral representation of the • ~,

resulting shape Is illustrated In (d). Various disadvanta ges of this representation, of’ whkh
the most severe Is Its lack of uniqueness , combine to render It an unlikely candidate for the
psychological representation of 3-D shape.
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Marr Sc Nish ihara 7 SPASAR THEORY

d imensions.
The multip le view representation is based on the insight that if one

chooses one’s primi tives correctly (e.g. the ‘side” of a cube), the number of qua litatIve ly
different views of an object may be quite small. Minsky ($975) proposed that the
representation of a 3-D shape might therefore consist of a catalogue of the different

-
~~ appearances of that shape, and that this catalogue would nor need to be coo large. The

multiple view representation is at present underdefined — for example, are all ‘views’ of a
• man t he same in which the same limbs are visible but arranged In dIfferent positions? —

and so It Is difficult to argue cogently against it. Nevertheless something of a case against it
can be made f rom Warring ton Sc Taylor ’s (3973) findIngs. The side view of a water pall Is
ver y different from the top view , and both are reasonably simple (see figure 2). SInce both
view s are probably equally common, one would expect the multi ple view representation to
contain and (presumably ) to have indexed both of them. If the lesions of Warrlngton- Sc

~ ~~• Taylor ’s patients had randoml y damaged a multi ple view representation , one wo uld expect
some patients to have lost one view , and others , another. But the findin g is that all patients

• are impaired or, the same view (the one from above), views that Warrington & Taylor called
‘unconventional’. Although the multiple view representation Is not absolutely incompatible
with these findings, strong extra assum ptions are needed to incorporate them.

Baumgart (3975) has proposed using a system of polyhedral
approximations to 3-D sha pes (see fi gure 3). The motivation for this is that com puter
graphics systems make it easy to manipulate representations constructed of straight-edge
segments , and the comparison between the expected view and the actual vie w of a• polyhedral structure is therefore feasible. He makes no claims that this representat ion has
any psychological Importance, however, and the features that make it attract ive for machine
vision tend to make it an unattractive candidate for psychology. Although Baumgart has
addressed wit h some success the problem of constructing a 3-D model from several views of
an object, he has not shown how to recognize a known model from just one monocular view.
More seriously, there is no real sense of uniqueness In his representation. A horse shape can• be approximated In many ways by polyhed ra, and there is no guarantee that the
representations obtained on two different occasions from different sets of views will be
homologous. A representation that lacks a strong uniqueness condition will be almost useless

- 

• for recognition. There are also other difficulties with polyhedral approx imat ion. They
include the lack of any natural representation of articulation of parts of an ob ject (e.g. arms
and legs); the difficult y of answering overall questions about an object, like where it Is
pointing, given only a set of polyhedra each of which describes some small part ; and the
complex way in which Joins between polyhedra have to be specified. As a candidate for
psychology, this representation at present seems to have no particular advantages and
several disadva ntages. We shall th~ref ore not consider it further.

A generalized cylinder is the sur face swe pt out by moving a cross-section
alon g an axis. The axis need not be strai ght , and the cross-section may var y. The
generalize d cylinder representation of an objec t is obtained by splitting it up Into
components each of which is described In this way. A genera lized cone is a genera lized
cylinder In which tne shape of the cross•section remains constant but for smooch variations

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ • •  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _•~~~~•~~~~ • •~~~~~~ -- • •
~~~ • • ~~~• •  • •.
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Figure 2. (a) and (b) show two views of a water-paiL Warrlngton & Taylor’s (1975) patients
are ImpaIred on (b), but not on (a). This Is difficult to ~KaslcIk wit h MInsky’s (1975)
multiple view representation, since both views are about as common. It Is consistent with the
S-D model representation, for reasons that are clear from (c) and (d) The outlines of the
original figures are shown as thin lines, and the axis is shown as a thick one. This axis Is
directly recoverable f rom image (a); but not from (b) where it Is severe ly foreshortened.
Since the S-D model representation relies an an explicit representation of this axis the
successful recognition of views like (b) requires considerable extra computation.
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ri In size.
AgIn (1973) and Nevatta (1974) used a laser range-finding technique to

obta in the generahzed cylinder representation of objects such as a Barbie doll, a snake and
-

- a horse. Hollerbach (3975) showed how contour informatIon may be used to derive the
generalized cylinder representation of a wide range of pottery, an d he foun d that the
descri ptive terminolo gy for such art ifacts in the archaeolo gica l literature corresponds

-• 
naturall y to terms that appear In the generalized cylinder representation. Marr (1976c) has • 

-

proved that certa in assum ptions , which are implicit in the derivatK,n of shape from contour ,
are equivalent to assuming that the viewed shapes are composed of generalized cones; and
Vatan & Marr (1976) have constructed algorithms for segmenting the monocular image of a
shape into its generalized cone components (see figure 4).

Blum (1973) has develo ped a geometry of shape based on the notion of
- - growth outward from a point. In two dImensions , his representation may be obtained by

Imagining a fire lit at all points around an outline. The fire from opposite “sid es” of a
• figure • wIll meet in the middle, along what Blum calls the figure’s “symmetric ax is ” . The

• 

• 

representation consists of invertIn g this process , specifying the symmetric axis and the
degree of growth -outward from each poInt on It.

• For two-dimensional shapes, this representation resembles the generalized
cyl inder representation , although it is not identical. For three dimensions however , the
“symmetric axis’ may be two-dimensional, so this representatIon differs from generalized

-~~ cylinders in a substantial way. Of the two representations , generalized cones seem to be
t ~~

- -
~~ 

preferable because for three-dImensio nal surfaces they are sim pler , and because of their
intimate connection with assumptions that are implicit in the Interpretation of occluding
contours in an ima ge (Marr 1976c).

The generalized cone representation Introduces two main problems;
obta ining the axes and the cross-sections of the different parts of an object (arms , legs,
torso), and representing the spatial disposition of the components thus obtained. These tasks
are nearly Independent , and this article Is concerned only with the second of them, how to
represent the arrangement in space of the different cones into which the viewed shape is
decomposed. To solve this problem . it Is enough to represent the spatial dispositions of the
axes that occur in an object’s generalized cone representation, which is equivalent to the
problem of describin g stick figures -- models made out of pipe-cleaners, one for each axis
(see fi gure 5). Such models exhibit only the lengths and disposition of axes in the
general ized cylinder representatIon, yet we can easily dIscern the giraffe , ost r ich and goat in
the figure. That their reco gnition Is so easy makes It reasonable to suppose that we
ourselves decompose the 3-D represe ntation problem into similar components.

• • 
Il: The Structures of the theory

- The theory consists of a method for determining and representin g the
three-dimens ional dis position s of a stick figure ’s axes for the purpose of recognition, given
only a two-dimensional projection of those axes. It rests on the interplay between the image
and two other structures: a database of stored representations of shapes (the 3-D models ),
and a mechanism for performing coordinate transforms (the Image-space processor). The

- 
1” 

-
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.‘J
Figure 4. Analysis of a contour f rom Vatan and Marr (1976). The out line (a) was obtained
by applying local grouping operations to a primal sketch (Mart 1976b). It is then smoothed,
and divided Into convex and concave components (b). The outline Is searched for deeply
concave points or components, w hich correspond to strong segmentation points. One such —

point is marked with an open circle in (c). There are usually several possible matching - 
I

points for each stron g segmentation point, and the candidates for the marked point are
shown here by filled circles (c). The correct mates for each segmentation point can usually

• be found by eliminating relativel y poor candidates. The result of doing this here Is the
• 

• segmentation shown in (d). Once these segments have been defined, their corresponding
axes (thick lines) are easy to obtain (e). They do not usually connect , but may be related to

:1 one another by intermediate lines which are called embedding relations (thin lines in 1).
According to the present theory, the resultin g st ick figure (1) is the deep structure on which
Interpretation of this image Is based.
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Figure 5. The theor y asserts that the 3-D representation of a shape Is decomposed into two
parts , the descri ption of the cross-sections that occur In the sha pe’s generalised cone
representation , and the dis posi tion of the axes of these cones in space. Our theor y deals
with t he second problem, w hich is essentiall y the problem of describing stick fIgures. The
shapes In these pict ures were made out of pipe-cleaners. The reader wil l have no trouble in
recogn islng the giraffe, goat, rabbit and ostrich. That their recognition Is so easy makes ft
reasonable to suppose that at some stage, we ourselves decompose the 3-D representatIon
problem into simi lar components. 
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Marr & Nishihara 14 SPASAR THEORY

FIgure 6. Examples of 3-D models, and theIr arrangement Into the S-D model representation
of a human shape. A 3-U model consists of a model axis and component axes (left and
right figures respectively in box labeled HUMAN) the latter consisting of a principal axis
(the torso) and several auxiliar y axes (the head and limbs) whose position s are described
relative to the princ ipal axis. The complete huma n 3-D model is enclosed in the rectangle
labeled HUMAN. The 3-D model representation is obtained by concatenating 3-U models
for different parts at differe nt levels of detail. This Is achieved by allowing a component
ax is of one 3-U model to be the model axi s of anot her. Here, for examp le, the arm
auxiliar y axi s in the human 3-D model acts as the model axis for the arm 3-D model, which
itse lf has tw o com ponent axes , the upper and lower arms. The figure sho ws how th is
scheme extends downward s as far as the f ingers.
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U
basic strategy of our approach rests on the principles of least commitment and graceful
degradation (see below and Mart 197Gb) so that the method depends greatly on the analys is
of constraints that arise at different stages of the processIng. In this sectIon and the next ,
we give a discursive account of the structures of our theory, and of the processes that
employ them. The appendix describes a particular computer implementation of the theory ,
and gives an example of Its application.

The 3 D  model rep resentation of shape
Our representation of 3D shape is based on the Idea of a stick figure. -

•

where each stick Is the axis of a generalIzed cone (as defined above). For the purpose of
this paper we shall limit ourselve s still further , to regular cyl inders In place of generalized
cones. The basIc element in the description of shape Is called a 3-D model and consists of:

(I) A model axis , which provides a very coarse specification of the general
size and or ientation of the shape. - -

(ii) A small number (possibl y zero) of component axes. The component axes
consi st of a distin guished axis called the princ ipa l axis of the 3-U model ,

— - and a number of auxiliary axes. The dispos itions of the auxiliar y axes are
defined relative to the principal ax is, and t hat of the princi pal axis Is
defined relative to the model axis.
(lii) Associated with each axis Is a shape description , which in the present

• • restricted theory consists of the specification of a cylinder.
For example, the 3-D model for the overall sha pe of a human has six component axes in
addition to the single model axis for the whole shape. The princi pal axis corres ponds to the
torso , and the five remainin g component axes correspond to the head and limbs that are
connected to it (see fi gure 6).

Although a single 3-D model is a simp’e structure , several may be
combined to crea te a descrIption of arbitrary depth and complex ity. This Is achieved by the
concatenation rule for 3-D models, accordIn g to which a component axis of one S-D model

• serves as the model axis axis of another. By combining 3-D models in this way, one can
build up descri ptions of a particular physical structure to whatever level of detail Is
required. Such a descri ption is called the 9-D model rep resentat ion of a physi cal structure.

Figure 6 illustrates how model concatenation is used to create the 3-U
model representatfr m of a human shape, and It exhibits the hierarch y that concatenation
induces . At the top level Is the 3-D model for the overall human shape. As we saw above ,
t his contains a single cylinder descr iption of the overall shape (based on the model axis),
and axes for each of the shape’s s ix major components. The next level of detail contains 3-
D model: for each of these com ponents. For exam ple, the arm 3-U model consists of a
model axis , which coInc ides with the arm auxiliar y axis In the human 3-D model , and two
component axes that corres pond to the upper and lower arms. The hierarch y extends in
sim ilar fashion throu gh 3-D models for the lower arm, hand, and fInger, and each step Is
illustrated in fIgure 6. In th is way, a 3 D model representation may be built to capture the
geometry of a shape to whatever level of detail is required .

The underlying idea here is that In order to use the 3-D model
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representation, the largest unit that has to be manIpulated at any one time Is small — a single
3-U model -- yet th, representation of any whole shape may be elaborate. -

Thus the decomposItion shown in figure 6 should be thought of not as
the process of successively refining a single description, but instead as a representation
system in which the balance between resolution and extent of description Is flexible, and can
change rapidly according to the needt of the moment. For Instance, one cannot examine the
fine detail of a hand wIthout first reducIng the scope of the exami nation to just the hand 3-
U model. If the owner of the hand suddenly moves away, the focus of attention can quickly
be shifted to a model near the top of the hierarchy in fIgure 6, since that Is the level of
descri ption at which movements of the body as a whole are best descr ibed.

We have found the trade-off between scope and detail to be a useful one
for the processes studied by our theory, because the information preserved at each level of
the representation Is just that needed by the processes that use this representation to
interpret an image. For example in the analysis of a projected human figure . the
or ientat ion of the torso relative to the viewer is computed using Information about the
orientatIons and lengths of the limbs relative to the torso as they are projected In the image.
This is just the information that Is represented by the human 3-D model. The same holds
true lower down , for 3-U models of smaller parts.

The important overall characteristIcs of the S-U model representat ions
for shape are: (I) the descri ption provided by each 3D model ts quite simp le while still
possessing the shape Information important to the processes that will use the 3-U model; (2)
this technique produces descriptions that are canonical over variations that are, not
Important in terms of recognition at least for the animal shapes examined here; and (3) the
fide lity of the shape representations produced is easily Improved , without changing existing
3-D models, by simply adding more 3-U models to the description to represent finer details.

The Structure of a 3-D Model
- The Important question for specify ing the form of a single 3-U model is

the manner In which the relative dispositIons of Its axes are specified. There are three
candidate coordinate systems, viewer-centered, object-centered and local

The viewer-centered system Is the one in which comparisons with the
image have eventually to be made. The image, and hence the projected axes computed
from It are forced by the laws of optics to be based on a spherical coordInate system
centered on the viewer. The difficu lty with this system Is that the descri ptions produced
depend upon the orientatIon of the viewed object relative to the viewer. For example a
horse facin g left produces an entirely different descri ption from a horse facing right in the
Image. Minsky ’s multip le views representatIon accepts this diffic ulty and attempts to deal
wit h each distinct view as a separate problem. A system based on the S-D model idea
requires that the underlying representation be Independent of the viewing angle. This
allows us to reject a viewer-centered coordinate system.

An object-centered coordinate system Is one in which each axis tha t
occurs an ywhere In the 3-D model representation of an object be specified in a
circumscribing frame of reference based , for exam ple, on the top-level major axis of that

C 
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(-)
object. Such a system Is a poor one for articulated shapes where axes are not rigidly
connected. For example. if one moves an arm, one’s fingers usually move with it. If each
finger axis were represented solely by reference to the overall body axis , almost any
movement of a high-level 3-U model In the 3-U model representation would render obsolete
all Information below that level In the hierarchy.

The natural choice Is therefore to distribute the coordinate system
making it local to each 3-U model. The position of the finger axis is specified relative to
the hand , which in turn Is specified relative to the arm, and this , to the torso. In order to
disco v er the position of t he fInger relattve to the torso , these inter medIate relations need to
be examined and Interpreted . The crucial advanta ge of loca l 3-D coordinate systems is that
they preserve the modularity of the S-U model representation, which in turn enhances Its
flexibility. Using this scheme, it is easy to represent an elephant with one leg replaced by an
automobile tyre, given 3-U models for an elephant and a tyre .

In order to specify the coordinate system for the 3-U model
representation , ft therefore suffices to describe how the spatial dispositions of the axes in a
single 3-U model are determined relative to its principal axis. Figure 7 Illustrates how this Is
accomplished . The length and orientation of an auxiliary axis is specifi ed in spherical
coordinates (inclination, girdle, size) or (9, 

~~~
, r) where the principal axis itself defines the

unit vector (0, 0, 1.0). The precise position of the auxiliary Is determined by specIfying Its
origin as a triple in cylindrical coordinates (embedding-girdle, embedding-distance, posi tion)
for (

~. r, z) abou t the principa l axis . Once again the axis itself is (0, 0. 1.0). For both of
they specificat ions , the direction of the zero girdle-angle,~~, has to be supplied In order to ( )
f ix  the angular rotation about the principa l axis. The set

•(incllnaf ion, girdle, size, erabe dding-gf r dle, embedding-distance , position)
specifies the posItion of one cylinder relative to another , and it is called an .-i4/unct relation.

Figure 7 shows the adjunct relation between the torso and left front leg
of a cow. The leg starts at (-100°, 0.15, 0.8), that Is, at the fron t end of the torso , displaced
awa y from the axis of the torso by the torso ’s radius and located slightly ventral to the lef t
side. From that point , the leg axis extends In a ventral direction about 2/3 of the torso ’s
length (90°, 180°, 0.66). Finally, the !hickness of the leg is much less that that of the torso.

The angles and lengths that occur in these relations are represented in a
system that specif ies both a value and a tolerance (table I in the appendix ). For example. It
is possible to stat e ‘ hat a particula r axis (like the leg of a quadru ped) is connected rather
precisely at one eno of the torso , is approximately vertical with about a ten degree tolerance
out to the side (in girdle-angle), and a tolerance -in Inclination of about 70 degrees, which
includes position s through which -the leg normally sw ings. -

• The Image-Space Proc essor —

We have seen how structural informatIon about a shape is held by Its 3-
U model representation In a coordinate system that is essentially distributed . We also noticed - :

- - that Information from the Image is expressed In a viewer -centered coordinate frame. These
two systems have to be related , and the mechanism for accomplishing this Is called the
image-sp ace processor. 

-

- 
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SInce our system for representing shape Is based on S-D models, each of
which is simp ly a set of axes organized around a principle axis , the com putational
machinery needed In the Image-space processor is very simple . ft can be thoug ht of as a
tabular or sim ple arithmetic device that is able to maintaIn the representation of a
distin guished vector , called the Saris, in viewer-centered spherical coordinates. In addition ,
the Image-space processor can represent one movable vector called the Sspa sar (for space - S

arrow). The Important point about the processor Is that coord inates for the Ispasar are
availab le simultaneously in a frame centered on the v iewer and in one centered on the taxis ,
so that specifyIng the Ispasar in either frame makes it available In the other.

- The taxi s essentIall y defines a local coordInate system. It is specified by
its two endpoInts, and by one other point that defines the zero gird le-angle. The Ispasar is
defined by its two endpo ints. Thus the image-space processor takes five points specifying
the Ispasa r and taxis in the viewer centered system and produces an adjunct relation —

specifying the disposition of the Ispasar relative to the taxis. The reverse transform, also
- 

- computed by the Image space processor, takes a specificatIon of the taxis and a relation
specifying the tspasar relative to the tax is, and produces the coordinates of the Ispasar’s
end points in the viewer centered system. Since the viewer-centered system is expressed in
spherical coordinates (ii, r) , predicted projections on the image may be obtained by sim ply
ignoring the radial component r.

An examp le will help to clarif y these points. If the orientation and
location of the taxis relative Co the viewer represents the torso axis of an Imaginary horse
and the appearance of Its neck axis is required, the appropriate adjunct relation , giving the Ldisposition of the neck axis relative to the torso axis , Is read from the horse S-U model and
the Image space processor is used to set the Ispasar relative to the tax is as indicated by this
relation. This computation produces the coordinates of the kpasar arid thus the horse’s
neck axis in the viewer’s reference frame and its projectIon is obtained by omitting the

S radial components
- - - 

In the simplest Implementat ion of the Image-space processor, the tax is Is
a passive element. Rotating It or translating it In the viewer’s space-f rame requires the use
of the $spasar to compute its new conrdinates. During recognition , two circ umstances occur
that cause one to move the tax is. Firstly, the or ientation of a S-D model Is adjusted
incrementa lly relative to the viewer until a disposition is found where the predictions from
the 3-D model agr~ best with t hose obtained from the Image. And secondly, when a pIece
of a 3-I) model Is to be examined In finer detail , one of the appendages of the model at the 

- 
-

curren t level of study will become the principal axis for a more specialized model that deals
wit h the fine structure of a sub- part. When shifting downwards to study the sub-part, the - •

taxis am.. its Implied reference frame has to be moved to the new princ ipal axis. For
example, when using the 3-D model for the overall struc ture of a man, the tax is w ill be
bound rj the torso. In order to move to a model for one of the arms, the tspasar must first
be moved to that arm, and the taxis may then be transferred to the position computed by

-
; the $~pasar.

- — The Catalogue of 3-D Models
The 3-U model representation of shape has been def ined, and we have

(
-
~

-)
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seen In princi ple how the image-space processor relates the specifications found In a 3-U 
S

4 model representation to those being delivered from an image. The third major structure in
the theory Is a catalogue of stored 3-0 models (see figure 8), from which Individual 3-I)
models are freel y selected and ref Ined durin g the construction of the 3-U model
representatIon for a given physical shape. The catalogue is Indexed in various ways , so that
Incomplete shape information obtained during the analysis of an image causes a particular
3-I) model to be selected; and this model, in turn , aids the fu rther interpretation of the

- 
~

- Image by providing constraints on the possible dispositions of the axes found there .
— The 3-U model catalogue may be thought of as a vocabulary of shape

descript ions, and part of the process of recognition in our theory corresponds to the selectIon
fl ~ of increasin gly specif ic S-I) models at each level of the 3-D model representatIon that is

r being built for the current image. Not ice that making a 3-U model representation more
specific by substitut ing increasin gly specialized S-D models within It Is distinct from
augmenting It with extra detail by adding new S-D models to its fringes. In the first case ,
one might for example switch from an overall 3-U model for a quadruped to one for a
horse; and in the second, one might add to the existing representation a 3-I) model for a
wart in the middle of one flank.

The 3-I) model catalogue is organized in a hierarchy of Increasing
specif icity. The to pmost level contains the most undifferentiated descrIption available.
which is the 3-0 model for a single cylinder. It Is the top-level description of every shape in
the catalo gue. For this paper, we restr ict the cata logue to those of a few animal s , so at the
next level of deta il, there is a general quadruped shap e, a primate shape, a bird-like shape,
and various limbs. These schema are very general; for example. the quadruped shape
specifies only that there are six appendages, with certain constraInts on their positions and
dis positions , but with only a ver y general specification of the types of lImbs Involved.

The 3-U mode) cata logue does not respect the difference between 3-I)
models for an object and its parts ; its hierarch y sim ply traces lines of increas ingly
specialized description. Thus , 3-U models for the component parts of an object (legs, arms .
ears, fingers , navels) are also arran ged in the hierarchy of Increasing specificity, While
sharing the same top-level description of a single cylinder. For examp le, the hierarch y for a
limb starts wit h the cylinder , next decomposes into two segments (like figure 8c). and each
segment has its own subdivisions. In addition to this , the generar (i.e. und ifferent iated )
limb 3-U model dif ferentiates into forelimb and hindlimb, these into horse-forelimb, cow-
forelimb , etc. At each level of specif icit y, a 3-U model has Internal referei ces to component
sub-parts -- for exam ple all limbs have upper and lower components -. and of course the

• upper-limb component of a horse-foreleg modes differs from the upper component of a
- ; ~ human-arm model.

The extent of this repertoire of shapes affects the efficiency of the
computations for describin g shapes presented to the system, but it does not limit one to them.
For example , If presented with a favourable view of a horse like that in figure 4, a very
limited system would be able to construct the description of Its shape without the aid of a

& quadru ped model using only single cylinder models, but It would take more time than if the
quadru ped model were available and used . Once the analysis of the shape in an image Is
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H
Figure 8. The 3-U model catal ogue con ta ins a reperto ire of shapes organised from the
general to the specific. It Is consulted several times during the analysIs of an Image. and

- 
- - 

with Its help a 3D model representation of the viewed shape Is constructed. At the top level
is the most general model of all, a single cylinder. At the next level are models for general
categories of shape; those listed here are for a quadruped, a primate, a bird and a limb . At S

the next level of differentiation , specific types of these general categories are represented.
The constraints Imposed, by using a model at one level in the catalogue to interpret an
Image, ofte n give sufficient new information to enable one to select correctly a more
specialized model. The organization exhibited - in this figure is orth ogonal to the
organization depicted in figure 6.
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accomplished, the newly constructed 3-D models can be assigned to the catalogue as new
models to be used to help Interpret subsequent Images. This step involves a considerable
amount of Indexing.

An Important feature of the 3-0 model catalogue is the extreme
flexibility with which individual 3-U models may be used during the ronstruction of a 3-U
model representation for a given image. This is of course essential during the process of
recognition, where the descriptions of the different parts of an object evolve Independently
to a certain extent . For example, one might at a particular instant be using a quadruped
model, with rather general associated leg, neck and head models supporting the analysis.
The constraints supplied by the head model allow a sufficient amount of new information
to be obtained from the image so that the newly specialized description can be used to access
the particular 3-I) model for a horse-head directly via the catalogue’s indexing mechanisms.
ThIs then allows the developing representation to be further specified both through
improved specialization of the 3-I) model selected for the whole animal’s shape, and through
improved specialization of the models for other components of the shape such as the head
and legs.

III: The processes of the theory
We have seen how 3-D shapes are represented, and the mechanisms by

which this representation is translated into quantities that may be measured from an image.
We now turn to the more dynamical aspects of the theory, and these fall into two parts.
First, how does one select an appropriate 3-U model given only the 2-0 stick figure derived
from an image? And second, having obtained a candidate 3-I) model, how does its frame of
reference come to be specified accurately relative to the viewer’s? The basic strategy of our
approach uses the principle of least commitment (Marr 1976b), which states that nothin g
should be done that may later have to be undone. At earh stage, action Is based on
Information and constraints that are reasonably certain, and is designed to produce new
information and fresh constraints that will help to guide the analysis towards the desired
goal.

This part of the theory is only outlined; in fact it lies almost outside the
3-U representation module, since information from many other modules and interactions
with them play an unavoidable role in the analysis of any but the sImplest images.

S The two homology problems
- I: Accessin g a suitable 3-D model

The first problem is how to obtain a suitable 3-U mode). The database
contains ., large store of them, and we have to use information from the Image to select one.
The stored 3-U models range in specificity from the very general to the very particular
(from a single cylinder to a giraffe), so that accessing the 3-U model database with a given
set of features would in general cause the indexer to return many possible models. The
principal of least commitment implies that one should never use a model that is more
specific than current knowledge warrants, so It is inappropriate to Index very specific models
under ver y general attributes. Hence the access paths in the database behave more like a
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2 - $BUST
3 - $L IMB
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5 - $LIMB
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7 - $TAIL

FIgure 9. The homology problems. Previous visual processes deliver a datas t ruc ture like
that exhib ited In (a), where each axis is associated with a cyl inder w idth , and the
connectivit y is explicitly available. The f irst homology problem Is to select a suitable 3-U
model from the cata logue. The result of the computations carried out here Is the assIgnmen t
of a quadruped 3-U model to this problem. Next , a homology must be established (so far as
is possible ) between the axes it. the image and the component axes of the quadruped 31)

,, -, model. The result of this ste p Is shown in (b). At this point the viewin g angle Is still. , unspecified, and onl y rather general Informati on has been used to establish the homology
w it h this unspecialized 3-D model.
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decision tree than they would if every item wer e Indexed independently. Once a general
model like a quadruped has been retrieved and used to describe the image, It forms a local
context through which more specialized features of that model can access more specialIzed 3-
D models indexed under it.

Suppose that one is presented with a stick-fI gure Image like that In
figure 9. To begin with, nothing is known about the perspective from. which the object is
being viewed , so the initial S-U model must be selected using information that is preserved
by pers pective transformations. Connectivity is not destr oyed by perspect ive
transformations , nor are quantities like the fractional distance down one axis at which
another connects to it , unless the object is being viewed from very close by. Spuri ous
connectivities can be introduced if one axis crosses in front of another and if the reason is
not recognized lower down, but existing connections cannot be destroyed, only obscured.
Hence in order to use connectivit y information, when measuring which database items best
match a given configuration set , unexplained errors of omission are treated much more
seriously than unexplained errors of commission .

The second sort of information is girdle-angles, inclinations, and the
relative lengths of axes . it is easier to take advantage of these later on, when the image-
space processor has delivered at least partial results about the three-dimensional orientation
relative to the viewer; but it is possible to do something with them early on. This comes
about through weak , gross clues. For example If the 2-U length of the “neck” significantly
exceeds the apparent length of a the “torso” in the image, and if the torso does not seem
abnormally forshortened when compared with the length of the “legs”, the image is likely to
be a giraffe. in other words, lower bounds on the lengths of limbs can often be inferred,
and are sometimes useful. Another important type of clue concerns major differences in the
girdle-angles of two axes that are connected to a common one. For example, the neck and
the tail often point in very different directions -- one up and one down -- and this obvious -

difference can usually be seen without a sophisticated 3-b anal ysis . in a pipe-cleaner
animal, this ver y rough difference can help to determine which end of the animal is which.

The important point about the initial index access , and all subsequent
accesses until an adequate description has been built, is that the newly selected model is used
to structure information that is alread y available and is instrumental in obtaining further
shape information from the image. This added information is then usod to select a more
specific model, and ‘he process repeats itself until enough information is gathered for the
purpose at hand.

— 
The path to a 3-D model is not always direct. When an important stick

in the stick -figure is foreshortened and component shapes are insufficient for determining
the 3-D rn ’del, other kinds of strategies are needed. An interesting examp le is a water -pail
(see figure 2). When seen from the side , the image of a pail segments naturally into as
generalized cylinder description in which the pail is represented as the slice of a cone and
the axis is vertical (figure 2c). if one looks down from above however, one essentially sees
two circles joined by the sloping sides. The principal axis of the pail would appear as a
point from this pers pective (figure 2d), and if the pail’s handle were missIng or only vaguely
defined in the image, there would be no strong component clues to work with.

ii
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in order to access the correct 3-D model despite these obfuscations, some
idea of depth has to be introduced into the analysis before addressing the 3-D model index
can be successful . In the case of the pail, some process has to realise that the two circles
might be separated in depth, and that if they are, they could be separated by a considerable
distance . The clues that signal this in monocular images Include radial symmetry and
nuances of shadow and highlight, which leads us to expect that much of the analysis of
lighting and shadow can influence the processing at exactly this stage of recognition. We
think of the computations that take place here as deploying the Ispasar to construct from
the image a primary 3-D model , that consists at first of an axis in depth whose
circumscribing surface is bounded by the two visible circles, and to which extra details - like
hollowness, the closure of one end of this surface by. an orthogonal plane, and possibly the
addition of a cross-strut to account for the handle - are added. At some point during the
construction of this description, the Indexer is successful at finding a match with some near
antecedent of the bucket 3-D model in the catalogue. If an “unconventional view” becomes a
common view, it would become profitable to Index the appro priate 3-U model under the
special features that obtain for that view .

2: Matching the image to a model
— Once a 3-D model has been selected, Its component axes must be paired

with sticks in the stick -figure image. Since the ways in which a 3-D model is selected vary
considerabl y, the association between these elements is not always automatic. Often, some of
the associations will remain ambiguous. For example, imagine the silhouette of a horse
from the side; the legs are easily identified but the left and right forelegs cannot be
distInguished without further information. What Is important in many cases is that a
particular stick from the image is one of the legs, since the legs are roughly parallel and it is
their orientation rather than their specific identity that is important for computing the
figure’s shape.

The information available for making these associations Increases as the
processing proceeds. Initially, positional ;nformation along the principal axis of the stick
figure is depended upon most heavily. Often, clues that are available at this stage include
the relative thicknesses of the shapes round the stick axes (the neck of a horse is much

— thicker than the legs), and the decompositions of component sticks (the tail and legs of a
horse may be roughly straight. but the bust has two components that always make a large
angle with one another). Symmetry or repetition can also be important for disambiguating
the components of a stick figure. For example the legs of a horse are all the same thickness,
are roughly parallel, and because of this have roughly the same length in the stick-figure
Image, distinguishing them from the tail. Also the legs and tail are usually on one side of
the torso wh~° the bi’3t extends to the other side in the image of a horse. Collectively, such
clues are often suff icient to disambiguate the major components of a 3-D model.

Relaxat ion
The final part of the theory assumes that the image has been described

by a 3-I) model with which a homology has been established, and describes how the model

-.— -- - —. - - - - - —---- ~~~~~~~ - - - —~~~~~~~ - - -~~~~~~~~
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Figure 10. Relaxin g a stored model onto the stick-figure derived from the image. Once a 3-
U model has been selected- and associations have been made between the axes of the model
and the sticks computed from the image, the approximate orientation of the model relative
to the viewer is computed via a hill climbing algorithm using the image space processor.
This process Is carried out with the taxis positioned so that its projection coincides with the
stick associated with the model’s principal axis (as indicated by the double-headed arrows
above). With this arrangement, the appropriateness of a proposed principal axis orientation
can be judged by using the $spasar to compare the consequent projections of the model ’s
limbs with the associated sticks in the image. The taxis can be rotated in two dimensions
without moving its projection away from its assigned stick in the image. It can be dipped
toward or away from the viewer and it can be rotated about its own axis. In the figures
above, dark lines indicate sticks computed from the image and light lines are projections
computed using the Ispasar. The top sequence (a). (b). (c) shows the projected axis of the
quadruped model for different rotations about the taxis while its ends are equidistant from
the viewer. In the lower sequence (d), (e), (f) the tall end of the taxis Is moved slightly
farther away from the viewer.
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Figure II. Views of an object in which an important axis Is foreshortened are sur pris ingly
common. From only one of these views of a camera (b), may its two main axes be recovered
strai ghtforwardly from the image. Figures (d) throu gh (f) show how this happens , by

-: displayin g the axes for each of the views (a) - (c) within a line drawin g of the overall shape.
Views (a) and (c) fall into the same class as the top view of a water- pail (fi gure 2b).
Accordin g to the theory, t he class of such views provides a rigorous definit ion of the
intu itive notion of an uncon v ention al” view (Warrin gton & Taylor 1973).

-
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comes to possess the appropriate 3-D orientation relative to the viewer. This is accomplished
by an Incremental hill-climbing procedure which uses the Image-space processor and
Informat ion in the 3-D model to matc h the model to the axes der ived from the Image.

The basic idea here is to use the image-space processor to compute the
discre pancy between a given 3-U model orientation and the con straints imposed by the stick-
f igure image. The taxis is set to an arbitrary initial orientation (slightly approaching or
rec.d.ng from the viewer , based perhaps on shadin g cues) so that its projection is parallel to
the axis of the stick-fi gure image. Two degrees of f reedom are left unconstrained at this

4 point , the dip of the taxis out of the Image plane towards or awa y from the viewer , and the
unit vector associated with the taxis which determines the rotation about the taxis of the
object’s local coordinate system (see figure 10). From a given dis position , the discre pancy
between the 3-U model’s projected component axes and the corresponding sticks of the
Image can be computed using the image-space processor, and their sum gives an indication
of the goodness of fit of this particular orientationS of the taxis. A sim ple Incremental hill-
climbing technique may now be used, that varies the dip of the taxis and the rotation about
It until a suitabl y good fit is found. Further discussion of the process illustrated In figure 10
may be fou nd in the appendix.

This technIque is incomplete as it stands, since the orthogonal projection
of a stick figure looks the same regardless of whether its head is nearer the viewer than its
tall. For animals like a horse , this ambi guit y may be reso lved by noticing whether the
forelegs or the hindlegs are shorter. For less familiar objects, obscuration or context clues
(w)iat the object is on or in) are probably necessary to disambiguate the two possibilities. r-- 

~Finally, comparIson with the angles of’ the image are only a partial source t) .~

of error information in the hil l-climbing com putatio n. Used alone, they would make the
computed disposition of the taxis too sensitive to slight variations in the dis positions of the
component axes in the Image. We therefore include in the error cakulat lon dIscrepancies
between the di p of the Ispasa r away from the viewer and the dip computed from the image
using perspective information (does the circumscribing cylinder thicken at the nearer end as
It should?), and length Information (for this orientation of the Ispasar is Its projection too
long or too short compared with the image?). Our grasp of this part of the theory is
adequate only for simple images , and we shall develop it further elsewhere.

IV: Discussion
The discussion falls naturally Into two parts, one concerned specifically

with vision, and the other with the organIzation of Information In a wider sense.
I: 3-D representation Meor,

There are five main points to our theory. They are:
(I) The 3-D dis position of an object is represented primarily by a stick- f igure configuration ,
where each sti ck stands for one or more axes in t he object’s generalized cone representation .
(2) This configuration is described by a loosely hierarchical assertional database, called a 3-
D model representation . Use of this database is extremely f ree and flexible, and it can
su pport levels of descri ption that cover the spectrum f rom very coarse to very f ine detail: It
also satisf ies the principle of graceful degradation , which states that partial Informa tion

H
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should yield partial results.
(3) In order to be u seful , this database has to be interpreted through an (essentially)
analogue mechan ism, called the Image-space processor. In Its minimal Implementation , this
processor can be thought of as maintaining the representation of one vector in a local space-
frame.
(4) The image-space processor ’s instruction set is smal l. Its most important features are:

(a) the abi lity to inter pret an adjunct relation between the taxis and the Ispasar; and
(b) the abil ity to relate object-centered coordin ates to a viewer-centered frame of

- - reference.
(5) The image-space processor can del iver information about the lengths and orientations of
the appearance of the taxis and tspasar. These help the system to rotateM its model into
the correct 3-D disposition relative to the viewer.

The immediate and most access ible prediction that follows from the
- 

‘- 
. theory concerns the characterization of Warrin gton & Taylor’s (1973) unconvention al” views.

- 
According to our theory, he most diffIcult views to handle are those In which an important
axis Is fores hortened , since In these cases st raightfor ward segmentation falls to recover them

— from the Image. We therefore predict that these are the v iews that Warring ron & Tay lor
would label unconventional, and on which their patients will fail mast easily. Such views 4are by no means uncommon , and fi gures 2 and II contain two familiar eaamples.

-
- It is hard but not impossible to derive detailed neurophys lologica l

predictions from the theor y, part icu larly predictions abou t the likely Implementat ion of the
image-s pace processor (Nish ihara , in preparation ). There are however several general

-

~~ 

“s’ po ints about the theory that lead us to t ake ft seri ously as a model for psycho logy, and
which therefore encoura ge us to derive more detailed predictions. They are:.
(I) Pipe-cleaner animals are almost as easily recognizable as are line-drawings of animals .
despite their very abstract relation to the originaL This wou ld not be sur prising if pipe-
cleaner animals were in some sense extracted from the image during the normal course of its
inter pretation (as our theory assert s), but it would be surprIsing If not.
(2) The loosely hierarchical structure of our 3-D models has many computational advanta ges
that are almost bour .d to be shared by the psychological representation, even if the
psychological representation is otherwise very different. The advanta ges Include a variable
level of detail in the 3-D model system, and the flexibility with which different 3D models
may be accessed and combined to form new models. If a system has 3-D models for a horse
and f or a man, It will be able to build the description of a centaur.
(3) An Important part of the theory is the simplicity of the image-space processor. The only
req u irements are that ft be able to manipulate one vector in a space-frame, and relate the
specification in that frame to one in the viewer-centered frame. By using the stick-f igure

-- . representation, the essentials of the spatial organization of a shape may be manipulated at
ver y low com putational cost.
(4) The mechan isms of the theory can handle 3-U shapes, and so are inherentl y po.’erful
enough to descr ibe 2-D patterns , such as the confi gurat ion of features on a face. The only
requirement is that suc h patterns should be described relative to axes that are constructed
with in them , since the str u ct ure of a 3-D model depends on specifying posItions in this way.
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-

It is therefore Important for the theory that axes be established early In our perception of 2-
D figures. Figure 12 provides positive evidence on this point. In the top row, the shapes

— are seen as squares, w hereas along the diagonal, they are seen as diamonds. The diagonal
axis Is therefore being constructed during the analysis of this pattern; It influences, and
therefore probably precedes, the descri ption of the shapes of the local elements.
(5) The theory has been implemented and works well for simple images (see the appendIx).
Menta l rotat ion ex~eri~nents

Zn 1971, Shepard & Metzler (1971) created a set of images by rotating and
reflecting sim ple objects made of cubes (fi gure 13). They found that the time taken to

- 

- - 
decide whether two such images were of identical objects, rather than objects that differed
by a ref lex Ion, varied linearly with the angle throug h which one object must be rotated in 3-
space to become aligned with the other. This finding revived interest in “mental imagery”

- 

- 
-
~ . . 

- and in analogue processes in perception (Cooper & Shepard (1973), Metzler & Shepard (1974),
Shepard (1975)). In add it ion , Kossl yn (1975) has published evidence for an analogue
component to the processes that interpret mainly two-dimensional structures , like faces and
maps.

The significance of such experiments Is controversial (but not the
results). Part of the reason for the controvers y seems to have been some difficulty itt seeing
how an “analogues process could benefit the computation s that underlie perception and
recognition . We believe that the present theory shows a way in which such a mechan ism
could be useful. It asserts that there is indeed an analogue component to the process , namely

- ~ - ~ ~~~
- the image-space processor, arid that it operates on the sticks in a 3-D model. The linearity 

—

that Shepard ci a!. regard as significant is however not a deep consequence of our theory,
merely the signature of one particularly simple way of implementing it. In the language of
Mart & Poggio (l976b), the linearity is a consequence more of the mechanisms that are used
fhan of the underlyin g nature of the computation.

Broadly speaking, If’ our theor y is taken as a psychol ogica l model , it
predicts three sta ges in t he assi gnment of 3-0 or ientat ion~~o views t hat are not
unconventional. The stages are: (a) A startup period, during which the axes are obtained
from the image , the 3-U model database is accessed, and the two homology problems are
solved. (b) An incremental process , durin g w hich the stored 3-D model is relaxed onto the
axes being delivered from the image. This process uses the principal axis together with the
two or three other most suitable ones, and in its simplest incremental Implementation the
time for relaxation will var y roughly linearly with the 3-0 angle through which the stored
model’s space-frame is rotated. (c) Finally, w hen the best 3-U orientation has been found,
the remaining axes In the model are bound to the Image, and fine adjustments made to
their positions and sizes.

The same computatio nal theory certa inl y has other equally viable
imp lementations that do not exhibit a linea r dependence on the angle. In one of these
Implementat ion s, the angle through which the model’s frame Is rota ted at each increment is
half the angle between its present position and the current ly predicted final state. In this
Implementation , the time to settle would vary with approximately the logarithm of the 3-U
angle. Such a system does not have so starkl y simple an image-space processor as the linear - 

- 
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one, but Its requirements are still modest relative to what a digital electronic computer can
provide . It must also be borne In mind that unless the subject is very familiar -with the
objects being recognized, the interaction between the image, the image-space processor, and
the 3-0 model database may be extended and complex. In such cases, any linear dependence -
on angle could be masked completely by the process of accessing successIvely more detailed
3-0 models. This is particular ly true if the subject is presented with an unconventional
view of an unusual or unfamiliar object, an expectation that suggests severa l experiments.

If one bears this caveat in mind , however , onl y one of the findings
reviewed by Shepard (1975, item 14 page 100) Is unex pected. It comes from Cooper &
Shepard (l973b condition 0), who showed t hat advanc e information giving the orientation
but not the identity of the object to be presented is not sufficient to enable subjects to
prepare for It. One might have expected that subjects could rotate their laxis to the
appropriate orientation, and leave It there to be bound to the principal axis of a 3-D model
when the Image was presented. In order to incorporate this finding, we would need to
assume (for example) that the image space processor cannot be run unless bound to a 3-D
model (even if only of an arrow), and that whenever the lax Is Is rebound to a radically new
3-U model, the image-space processor is reset. There are some other grounds for wanting
this. The space-frame In the Image-space processor needs more than one direction to define
it, and trying to construct a space-frame round a given vector can lead to problems if the 3-
U model is not simple. Secondly, In the real world, one rarely sees two objects at the same -

point In the field of view. Therefore , to change to a new 3-0 model almost always requires
a change in the direction of gaze. In order to compensate for this in a minimal
Implementation, the lax is and Ispasar would have to be set to axes in the starting frame, In
order to carry out the primary rotations that allow for the angle of gaze. These arguments
are however weaker than the arguments that support the rest of the theory.

Eel ore we leave the discussion of the visual aspects of the theory , it ~appropriate to note that the 3-D model representation is hot without its disadvantages.
Firstly, It - is based on the structural axes of a shape, and some attem pt at extractin g them
must be madf before the mechanisms of the theory can be invoked. To do so requires a
great deal of pre-processing of the Image, and the theory associated with this is Only
begInnIng to be worked out (see Marr & Pogglo 1976b for a brief review). For views In
which a structural axis is foreshortened, this preprocessing may be completely unable to
deliver the correct axes . On such views, a system that operates according to the present
overall theory wilt be severely disadvantaged. It is not clear whether other methods exist
that wou ld be more successful.

Finally, the criticism about the absence of uniqueness , that we made of 
—

Baumgar ” s system for the representation of shap es by poly hedral approximation , sometimes
applies to the generalized cone representation. For example, consider a doorway. The
natural axis of most doors is vertical, because they are higher than they are wide. This is
not always true, however, and it is perfectly possibly to represent a doorway by an axis —

parallel to the width of the door , or even one parallel to its thickness. For most purposes ,
there is little difference between using the height and using the width as the principal axis,
but usIng the thickness may Introduce an Important new way of looking at the space the 
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door occupies, since when arranged In this direction, the $spasar carries information about
the direction that Is involved in passing through ft. In other words, the analysis and use of
holes may depend to a considerable extent on using the Ispasar to define what “through” a
hole means. Moreover, we feel that many of the problems of representing and manipulating
the space immediately around the viewer can be handled conveniently and efficiently using
a mechanism like the image-space processor.

2: Bro ader inues concerning Me re~Tesentat1on of knowledge
Following the tradition of Bartlett (1932), MInsky (1975) observed that the

“chunks” of reasoning, language, memory and perception ought to be larger and more
structured than most theories In artificial intelligence and psychology allow. This idea Is
much more attractive than it is easy to realise, and two factors can be identified as mainly
responsible for the difficulty. The first Is what are the chunks? To answer it, one must
know how to represent a piece of knowledge for the purpose at hand, and much work In
artificial intelligence is devoted to asking this question in different domains. Socnetnnes it is
answered with conspicuous success (Moses (1974 MACSYMA), Shortliffe (1976 MYCIN),
Duff leld a a!. (1969, DENDRAL). Sussman & Stallman (1915 EL)).

The second factor is the question of flexibility. If all one’s knowledge
resides in canned chunks, little room remains for variations In a scenario that are inevitable
In each of its real-world instances. This factor causes particular difficulties in domains that
are ambitiously near to real-world situations, like Schank’s (1975) restaurant scenario. Its
effect is to leave these scenarios unable to deal with Irregularities.

In the present theory, we propose that the central descriptIon of shape is
based on the 3-D model representation. The desired flexibIlity Is ichieved by modularity
within the representation~ which allows 3-D models to be combined as the image dictates ,
and by using the 3-D model catalogue more as an aid to building the current description
than as a set of inviolate subunits that must be assembled unchanged in a rigid way.

The other point that we believe may be important about the theory is the
way It embodies Minsky’s assertion, that the overall structure of a situation or shape is. of
importance to the way its details are recognized and their organization represented. The key
Idea here is the use of coarse overall descriptions of a shape to help extract new information
from the image, which in turn enables the 3-U models involved in its description to be
specialized further so that yet more can be read from the image. Thus, 3-U models for the
overall structure of a shape set up a context of spatial constraints , between otherwise
unrelated axes in the image, which then allow specific local “deductions” to reline the details
-- possibly causing the overall description to be abandoned. This process is directly
analogous to tt~e situation in Sussman & Sta llman ’s (1975) program for understanding
electronic circuits, where a “high-level” description like “voltage-divider” becomes attached to
part of a circuit, relating components by local laws that are special and informative, and
whic h allow constraints on the beha viour of that part to be stated accurately and concisely.
In these two domains, these phenomena seem to capture the essence of what makes Minsky’s
(19’75) article so stimulating, although we feel that the Interplay between different levels of
description, which forms a crucial part of the computatIon, has yet to receive a satisfactory 
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- 
- general’ formulation. In any case, the Important feature of these two examples is that they

specify precisely thsb information contained In the high-level descriptions. Discussions that
consider only possible Implementation mechanisms (frames, semantic networks, property lists,
Conniver methods, actors etc.) are not useful for deciding how Information should be
represented In a f resh domain. -

The explicit nature of these high-level organizing structures (the
quadruped, the voltage-divider) stands in sharp contrast to methods based on cooperative
phenomena, like the stereopsis theory of Marr & Poggio (1975a), in which the higher -level
“holistic” organizing structure of the computation remains an implicit, not an explicit, aspect
of the network by which it is implemented. -

There may be an interesting connection between the specific database
organization that is required by our theory, and a recent study of human semantic memory.
The organ ization that makes it possible to carry out the construction of a gradually more
specif ic 3-D model representation is the orderin g of the 3-0 mode) catalogue by increas ingly
specific shape. Thus the access sequence for 3-D models during the recognition of (say) a
mallard-shape would often be approximately: -

small-blob-shape --> bird-shape —> duck-shape --> mallard-shape. -

This provides an Interestin g functiona l basis for structurin g the 3-0 model catalogue
according to rules very similar to those exhibited by Warri ngton (1975), In a recent and
Ingenious study of the structure of semantic memory.

Finally, we feel that a simple mechan ism along the lines of the image-
space processor would be of great benefit to a motor control system. At some level , a motor
system must have access to a representation of body-space in which distances , directions and
trajectories are computed and stored in a form closely related to what visual information can
provIde. Yet to execute a motor action, the commands must eventually be couched in terms
of lengths , tens ions and joint angles. A mechanism along t~e lines of the image-space
processor could provide a link between the two, at tow computational cost.

_ _  _ _  _ _ _ _
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Figure 14. This figure exhibits the information contained in 3-I) models currently listed in
the restricted 3-0 model catalogue used by our present implementation. Each 3D model.
referenced by its Iname, has an associated width and a list of relations among its component 

-

axes. This list of relations specifies the relative spatial dIspositions of the components , and -

Indicates a 3-0 mode) for each one. The accompanying stick figures show the appearance
of these components relat ive to one another from a particular vanta ge point.
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(SPALPI ,FINGER PUS SS &IPD P14 I)c1 P1IEI~ G11IE?~ ON W SIZE PIfl —
SPA LPI SF INGER PUS SS GINO (*4 IPCI. (*4 EI’~G 151 EI180 EN SIZE 1*)
($PALII $FINGER POS SS GIPD P1I IN L P 1 IEPIPG EE EP~OEN SIZE Ill)

- 

(SPALPI ScLNGER PUS 55 GINO III INCL P*4 EP~GEE EI~ O (*4 SIZE *1



- 
_ _ _

$HORSE
• WIDTH: MA

RELATIONS:
IHORSE STORSO POS NN GIRD NII INCL M4EMBG P*4EPIBO SS SIZE NH)

(STORSO SBUST PUS 55 GIRD Ml INCL (Ii EPIBG NH E1180 EE SIZE EN)
ISTORSO $11116 PUS (*1 GINO SS INCL 114 EIIBG EE E?180 EE SIZE NH)
ISTORSO $11118 P05 (*4 GIRD SS INCL ISA EI16G 111 EI1&) EE SIZE NH)
ISTORSO $11118 PUS SS GINO SS INCL (1.1 EI1BG EE EI1BD EE SIZE NH)
ISTORSO $LIPIB PUS SS GIRD SS INCI (14 EIIBG 11.4 EP180 EE SIZE (*4)
I$TORSO STA lL PUS (*4 GIRD SS 1(40. US EI1BC NH E1180 SS SIZE EN)

ICON
W IDTH: NW
RELATIONS:

4$COU ITORSO P05 NH GIRD PIN INCL NH EI16C PIN EP18U SS SIZE (*4)
ITORSO $BUST PUS SS GIRD 1*4 INCL MJ EMBGNHEP18O EE SIZE SE)
STORSO $11116 PUS (11 GIRD 5$ ((CL 1*4 EPI8G EE EPIBO EE SIZE EN)

($TORSO $LIMB POSNHGIRD SS INCL ISA EI16G I*4 EIIBD EE SIZE EN)
I,TORSO $LI?16 POS SS GIRO SS INCL I*4 EI16G EE EMBD EE SIZE EN)
ISTORSO $LINH POS SS GIRO SS I(CL I14 EIIBG II4 EIIRO EE SIZE EN)
ISTORSO STAlL PUS P14 GIRD SS INCL US EIIBG (*4 EtIBO 55 SIZE SE)

$GIRAF ~E
WIDTH: MI
RELATIONS :

SG I RAFFE STORSO PUS (*4 GIRD (*4 IPICI (*4 EI16G (*4 ElIBO SS SIZE PIN)
( ST ORSO IBUST PUS SS GIRD NH INCL (14 EPFG (*4 EIIBL) EE SIZE MI)
(STORSO $11118 PUS Ill GIRD SS INCI. 1*4 EF186 FE £1180 EE SIZE P14
(STORSO $Li 18 PUS (*4 GIRD SS INCL 114 EI16G 114 E lBO FE SIZE PSI)
ISTORSO $LI(18 POS SS GIRD SS INCL (1J EP16G EE EPIBD EE SIZE MI)
($TORSO $11116 PUS 55 GIRD SS INCI 1*1 E(16G III Er180 EE SIZE (*41
ISTORSO STAlL PUS NH GIRD 95 IPCI. US 8166 (II EPIOD SS SIZE EN)

SPUIAN
WIDTH: EN
RELATIONS :

(SPIJPA N STORSO PUS 14 GiRD (*4 1 . NH £1166 (*4 EF160 SS SIZE EN)
ISTDRSQ $I.EAD POS SS GIRD MI INCL NH EMBG P*I EIIBO SS SIZE EE)
$TORSO $11116 PUS 55 GIRD (.14 INCL US E~IC (1.4 EtlBO NH SIZE EN)

(STORSO $11116 PUS SS GINO EE INCL US E(16G EE EJIBO NH SIZE EN)
ISTORSO 111(18 P05 NH GIRD PIN INCL SS EI16G (14 8160 NH SIZE NH)
I$TDRSO $LIMB POSNHG IRD NN INCL SS EI16G EE EI16ONHSIZE NH)

S 1ONKEY
WIDTH: EN
RELATIONS:

ISMONKEY STORSO PUS 111 GIRl) PIN IPICL NH 8166 NH £1160 SS s(:E (Ill
STORSO S-EAO PUS 55 GIRD (#4 1NCI Ml Et166 NH Eu RO SS SIZE EE)

ISTORSO $LIMB POS SS GIR O (.II INCL WS EMBG I&4 EI16O NN SIZE NN ) / \
I$TORSO SLI MB PUS SS GINO EE INCL US EMBG EE EMBO NH SIZE (14)
ISTORSO 511(18 PUS NH GINO (*4 IPCL SS £ 186 11.4 EuRO NH SIZE EN) I I
ISTORSO *11(18 PUS Nil GIRD NH INCL SS 8186 EE EtIBD (*1 SIZE EN)

$OSTRICH
WIDTH: NN
RELATIONS:

S8I PD ITORSO PUS (4W GIRD Nil INCL NH EP1BG Nil Eu RO SS SIZE NH)
STOR SO SBUST PUS SS GIRD Ml INCL 44 EIIBG PIN 8160 SS SIZE (*4)
ITORSO $11 116 PUS 1*1 GIRD SS INCL 1*4 EPIBG 1*4 EI160 EE SI ZE NH)
STORSO 511(16 PUS 1*4 G IRD SS INCL 1*4 EMBG EE 8160 EE SIZE NH )
ITO -cl) STA l L PUS NH GIRD SS INCL SS EP18G (f-I (160 SS SIZE EEl

S DOVE
WIDTH: NH
RELATIONS:

($BIRD $TORSO POS 1*I GIR DNHINC LNHE~~G N H E ~~0SS SIZE NH)
I$TOPSO SBUST PUS SS GIRD PIN INC1. MI E118G (*4 EIIBD SS SIZE EN)
ISTORSO $LIP18 PUS 11(4 GIRD SS INCL 1*4 EI16G ISA EPIRD EE SIZE EN)
(STOPSO $11118 PUS 114 GIRD SS IPCI 1*4 EP16G EE EI16O EE SIZE EN)
(STORSO STAlL PUS (*4 GINO SS IPCI. SS EP1OG NH EMBO SS SIZE (-#4)
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Appendix: an implementation of the theory
In an ideal situat ion , a theor y of visual information plocessing would

consist ent irely of well-defined, circumscribed results , accom panied by proofs of existence
and uniqueness . with enough background to show that the results obta ined are in fact those
that are im po rtant for visual Informat ion process ing. Marr (1976a) labelled such theories
Type I. If this were always the case, there would be considerable interest in. but no serious
need for implementing the theory on a com puter. In the presen t state of the art one is rarely
so fortunate, sl nce ..even when an individual module can be given a Type I theo ry, the
interactions between it and other modules cannot be sat isfactoril y analyzed until the other
mod ules have themse lves been graced with Type I theor ies. This Is to some extent the
situation here. The core of the present theory is of Type I -- the 3-D representation is well-
defined , and the image-space processor Is precisely formulated -- but in analyzing the
Interact ions between the 3-D module itself and other visual or non-visual processes that pass
it clues, many different kinds of information have to be taken Into account.

- It is therefore important to implement a theory such as this , and writing
Its Implementation has proved an important techni que for clarifying our ideas and test ing
different approaches to carrying out a process . For exam ple, algorithms for accessing the 3-

‘ D model catalo gue are peripheral to the 3-D representation theory, but they are essential to a
program that implements it. In our present implementation these algori thms are quite
primitive, because the main focus of our attention has been on the Image-space processor
and on relaxation mechanisms. We have postponed the develo pment of a more
psychological candidate for the catalogue indexing mechan isms until the Importan t access
paths into the catalogue are more clearly defined.

The purpose of this appendix on the Implementation is therefore to
clarify some of the concepts peripheral to the theory, and to lend su bstance to the notions set
out in it by exhibitin g them at work. We make no claims that the implementation we
describe here is opti mal, and it is certainly not unique .

Database conventions
Each 3-D model in our current implementat ion is organ ized around a

special name such as Squadr up ed , $linth, or even $0001, and we call these names Snaines
(do11ar~names) . Each $name specifies a memory location in the computer where the various
shape lnformations associated with the particular 3-D model are stored, and the Iname is
used to reference that information . Many of the $names in this appendix . such as
$quadruped or 111mb, are mnemonics for the shape the associated 3-D model represents.
This clarifies the presentation , but is of no other significance.

Figure 14 exhibIts the information contained in 3-D models currentl y
listed in the restricted 3-D model catalo gue used by our present Implementation. Each 3-I)

model, referenced by its tname, has an associated width and a list of relations among its
component axes . This list of relations specifies the relative spatial dispositions of the
components, and indicates a 3-D model for each one. For example the first relation In the
$prlntate template Is

($pri mate $torso p03 W gzrd N In c.! N smbg N embd S size N).
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TABLE 1a -

Representation of- angle and of pos It ion
Directions and angles that occur In an adjunct relation are eKpressed in
a vocabu l ary of symbols that define a value and a tolerance. The longer the
symbol , the more accurately it specIfies a val ue. Tables la & b define the val ues
and to lerances of al l  symbol . tha t occur in the figures.

II Ii S £ -

$25 0.7$ upper lim it
POS S I  5.5 1.5 center

• 1,25 P75 * 1 w r  limi t

45 .5 135.0 —135.1 -45~l ~~~r lim it
GINO 0.0 91.1 181.1 —91.1 cenler

- —45.1 45.5 135.1 —135.1 tower lim i t

45.1 135.1 * * upper lim it
$NCL I I  I I I  180.5 S center

45.1 135.5 * lower l imit

45.1 135.1 —135.1 —45.1 upper l i m it
£1180 II III 180.5 —95.0 csnt .r

—45.1 45,5 135.1 —135.0 lower Ii .tt

S £ N ii

III 0.12 1.32 0.89 upper limit
£1180 P12 5.57 1.2 5.54 

- - csn tsr
0.0 1.04 1.12 0.32 lower limi t -

1,22 5.6 1.64 4.4$ upper limit
SI~~ 1.13 1.3$ 1.1 2.71 cent er

0.5 0.22 5.6 
- 

1.84 isw sr limit

III 0.24 5.65 1.10 upper limit
WIDTh 1.1$ 1.14 0.4 1.1$ center

1.1 0.1$ 1.24 1.5$ isuer l imi t
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TABLE I: 

SE £E EN

0.12 0.37 0.12 
- 0.07 * * * upper twi t

P05 5,0 1.2$ 0.1 0.71 1.0 * * * csnt er
0.12 0.37 0.02 5.87 • * lower 1I~ lt

22.5 S7.S 112.5 157.5 —157.5 - —112.5 -$7.5 —22.5 upper l im it
GIRD 0.0 45.0 III 135.1 185.0 —135.0 —II I —45.0 center

- —22.1 22.5 57.1 112.5 157.3 —157.5 —112,3 —$7.5 lower l im i t

22.5 67.5 112.5 157.5 * * * S upper l imi t
INCt. II 45.0 90.0 135.0 150.0 * * * center

$ 22,5 87,5 112.5 157.5 * * S iower l im i t

22.5 67.5 112.5 157.5 —157.1 —112.5 - 47.5 —22.5 upper l imit
£1180 LI 45.0 90.0 135.1 180.0 —135.0 —90.0 —45.0 center

—22.5 22.5 67.5 112.5 157.5 - —157.1 —112.5 —$7.5 lower l imi t

95 SE FE EN NW NW 181 11$

0.03 0.05 0.09 0.15 1.2$ 0.42 0.61 1.15 upper limit
(1180 0.02 5.04 5.07 0.12 0.2 5.32 0.54 0.80 center

0.0 0.03 0.1$ III 0.15 0.25 0.42 0.69 iow*r l imi t
* —

0.17 5.28 0.47 0.77 - 1.2$- 2.11 3 4 0  5.75 upper l imi t
SIZE 0.13 5.22 0.38 - 0.6 1.0 1.64 2.71 4 .4$ center

— 5.0 0.11 0.2$ 0.47 0.17 1.20 2.11 3,49 lower ll~~it

1.1$ 0.11 1.1$ -0.31 0.51 0.04 1.31 2.3 upper l imit
WIDT H 0.5$ 1.1$ 0.14 0.24 1.4 0.65 1.1$ 1.70 center

0.0 0.06 I 11 0.13 5.31 - 0.51 1,54 1.39 lower lIm It

- 

-
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Figure 15. The in~ormation supplied by earlier visual processes consists of a collection of
two-dimensional stick descriptions, together with informa tion about the thickness associated
with each, and their connectivity. The example shown here has been simplified to include
only the sticks for the top level 3-D model. The dollar name $0000 is the reference for a
new 3-I) model that w ill eventually represen t the shape of this stick figure. The FIGURE
property of $0000 relates the organi zation found in the image to the structure required of a
3-D model, indicating syntactically that stick 0 is the top-level single axis decription of the
overall shape, stick I is the principa l component of this shape, and sticks 2 through 7 are Its
auxiliar y axes. The table specifies the angula r locations of the end-points of each of these
sticks in a viewer-centred coordinate system , along with their thicknesses.
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$0080
FIGURE s (8 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 16) (7) )
PACKET: TRUE

st lck # end a end b
9 

width 0 w Idth
- - 

0 83.9 -3.1 4.8 87.5 2.0 5.1
1 83.7 -3.1 3.0 87.3 2.0 3.1
2 86.9 2.0 5.2 83.3 10.3 5.4
3 83.9 -3.6 1.8 92.8 -2.9 1.7

- ~

- 4 83.5 -2.7 1.8 92.6 —2. ’ 1.7
H 5 87.6 1.6 1.9 96.6 1.6 1.8

6 87. 1 2.5 1.9 96.1 2.4 1.8
7 83.5 -3.2 0,6 84.7 -4.9 0.6

note: a l l  va l ues are in degrees
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w hich specif ies the disposition of t he itorso cylinder relative to the S primat, cylinder . The
S prlma e cylinder Is the single cylinder t -ep i-esen tat ion of the whole primate shape, and t he

-: $ orso is one of its component cylinders. Notice that Storso is the dollar -name of another 5-
I) model. This Is how the concatenation rule between 3-I) models is implemented.

The other information in this relation consists of attribute-value pairs,
such as p os W and gird N. These two pairs specify the position of the Storso cylinder along
t he Sprimate axis to be W (which means in the middle, between 0.25 and 0.75); and the
girdle -angle to be N (which means within 45 degrees of 0). The symbols N , W, S. NN .
N N NW etc. specify directions and tolerances , the longer symbols specifying a direction
more precisely than the shorter ones. Table I defines the values and tolerances of all the
symbols used here.

The Storso is the princi pal axis of the $ primate S-D- model , and the
remaining relations held in the model specify the dispositions of the auxiliary axes relative
to It. Here, there are six auxiliary axes , the $Aead, $tad , and four $limbs.

rAe form of Me input
The information supplied by earlier visual processes consists of a

collection of two -dimensional stick descriptions, together with Information about the
thickness associated with each, and their connectivity. Figure 4 in the main text was
obtained from a grey-level image using the techniques described by Marr (1976b), and it
illustrates how information about axes may be obtained f rom an image. Figure iS shows an
exam ple that has been sim plified by omittin g the embedding relations. The dollar name
$0000 is the reference for a new 3-D model that will eventually represent the shape of this - -

stick figure. The FIGURE property of $0000 relates the organization found in the Image
to the structure required of a 3-I) model. The information held here indicates that stick 0 Is
the top-level single axis model for the overall shape. stick u s  the principal axis for the first
elaborated 3-D model, and sticks 2 through 7 are the auxiliary axes for this model. In a
more detailed ex am ple. these auxiliar y axes would themse lves decompose Into substructures.
It might be the case, I or example, that stick 2 (the figure ’s bust) decom posed into two
component sticks, corresponding to the neck and head. If this added detail had been
included in the input data, (2) would be replaced by (2 (8) (9)) in the FIGURE property of
*O0~~.

Homolor, and eAt primary catalogue access
The first step in the 3-D analysis of such a figure is to select an

appropriate 3-D model from the catalogue, and to match it to the Incoming stick figure (the
two homolo gy problems ). This Is done by computing estimates of the adjuncts between the
principal axis o~ the stick figure and its auxiliaries, and then selecting that 3-D model whose
adjunct relations are most similar to the estimated ones.

If the radial coordinates of the end points of the sticks in figure IS were
known, the Image-space processor could be used to compute the required adjunct relations
directly. They are not; but it turns out that useful relations can be obtained this way by
first assuming that all the radial distances are the same, which Is equivalent to Interpreting

- . - 
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the image as If all its sticks lay perpendicular to the line of sight. This Is the starting
configuration for the 3-D model axes , and as the processing continues, better values for the
radial coordinates will be established.

Figure 16 shows the result of translating this initial configuration into
adjunct relations vIa the image-space processor. Note that low resolution symbols have been
used in the computed relations, and that new 3-D models for each auxiliary axis have been
created . The girdle-angles depend upon the particular choice of zero girdle direction, which
is initially arbitrary. The only important thing about them now is that some of the relations
have gird E, and some have gird W , which correspond “above” and “below” the principal
axis. The position parameter at this point is reasonably accurate, up to possible reversal if
the wrong end of the principal axis has been taken as the zero end.

Only positional values along the principal axis provide direct help for
selecting a 3-I) model from the catalogue, and even this is subject to a possible polarity
error. The remaining parameters do however provide indirect help, even though they may
be severely distorted by the a priori assumption that the sticks are coplanar. For example.
although the inclinations, girdles and sizes may themselves be Incorrect, certain interrelations
among them will be preserved; the neck will have a girdle angle of opposite sign to the
legs’. and the legs will all have similar incl ina tions, girdles and sizes because they are
roughly parallel . This information is sufficient to select the Squadruped model from the
Squadruped. Sbird, $primate and various 511mb models, and the relations in $0000 can now
be associated with the relations held in Squadruped. This Information Is inserted into the
newly formed 3-I) models under their TEMPLATE properties as shown in figure I,.

Relaxation
The next step is to use information In the Squadruped model to compu te

better estimates for the radii, beginning with the principal axis, stick I. Figure 10 of the
main text shows how our program achieves this. A hill-climbing algorithm is used, where

the parameters to be adjusted are the radial coordinate of one of stick l’s end points, and the
zero girdle direction of the Saris, which lies along stick I. The Saris represents the current
attem pt at matching the S torso to stick 1. and as the Saris is incrementally rotated , the
goodness of fit of the 3-I) model is computed by placing the $spasar successi vely on the
Stors o relations of the Squadruped. and accumulating a similarity score between the
S:p asar ’s end-points and the associated sticks In the Image. In the top row of figure 10, the
end points of the Saris are equidistant from the viewer for three successive orientations of
the zero-girdle direction. The “appearances of the Squadrupe d is computed one axis at a
time, and is shown In lighter lines In the figure. The effect of rotating about the $axls does
not significantly Improve the fit. In the bottom row , the radia l value of the end of the
Saris has been improved , and now rotation about the Saris leads to a good alignment. This
sets a new estimate for the radial coordinates of stick I, and now, the Image-space processor
is used to set new estimates for the radial components of the remaining sticks, based on
relations stored In the S quadruped.

{ 
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18000
RELATIONS :

(10080 18001 P09 -N GIRD E I NCL N EIIBG N EIIBO S SIZE N)
110001 18002 POS S GIRD E INCL N EIIBG S EI1BD S SIZE N)
($0801 10003 P09 N GIRD U INCL N EMBG N ElIBO S SIZE N)
($8881 $0884 PUS N GIRD U INCL N EIIBO S EIIBD S SIZE N)
(18081 $8905 PUS S GIRD U -INCL N EIIOG S EIIBO S SIZE N)
($0081 $8006 PUS S GIRD U INCL N EIIBG S ElIBO S SIZE N)
($0081 10087 P09 N GIRD U INCL 14 EIIBG S EllBD S SIZE E)

WIDTH: 14
FIGURE: (8 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7))
PACKET: TRUE
TEMPLATE: $CVLINOER

$0081 10085
1.110TH: N WIDTH: E
FIGURE: (1) 

- FIGURE: (9)
PACKET: 18000 PACKET: $8000
TEMPLATE: SCYL INOER TEMPLATE: $CYLINOER

$0882 $8886
1.110TH: N WIDTH: E
FIGURE: (2) FIGURE: (6)
PACKET: $0000 PACKET: $0000
TEMPLATE: ICYLINOER TEMPLATE: $CYLII43ER

$8003 $8087
14101Hz E - WIDTH: E
FIGURE: (3) FIGURE; (7)
PACKET: $8880 PACKET: 10080
TEMPLATE: $CVL.INOER TEMPLATE: ICYLINUER

$8804
WIDTH: E
FIGURE: (4)
PACKET: $0880
TEMPLATE: ICYLINOER

Figure 16. The first step in the processing of the input information is the computation of a
model-centred description of the sticks. Radial information Is required In order to use the
image space processor to compute this decription but it Is not supplied In the input. It turns
out however that useful relations can be obtained by assumin g that the radial distances to
the end points of the sticks are the same. This Is equivalent to assuming that all the sticks
of the image are in a plane perpendIcular to the line of sight. The result of translating this
Initial confIguration Into adjunct relations via the Image-space processor using this
assumption is shown here. Note that low resolution symbols have been used In the
computed relations, and that new 3-D models for each auxiliary axis have been created.
The girdle -ang les depend upon the particular choice of zero girdle direction, which Is
arbitrary init ially. The only important thing abou t them now Is that some of the relations
have gird E. and some have gird W , which correspond to “above” and “below” the princi pal
axis. The position parameter at this point Is reasonably accurate, up to possible reversal If
the wrong end of the princi pal axis has been taken as the zero end. - 
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$8000 -

RELATIONS: -

($8988 $8881 POS N GIRD E INcL N EMBG-t4 EVIBO S SIZE N)
($0091 $0802 P05 S GIRO E INCI. N- Efr18G S EM8O S SIZE N)
($0081 $0083 POSNGIRDW (NCLNEr1BG N EI1BOSSIZE N)

- (18801 10804 PUS N GIRD U i-Nd N EIIBG S EMBO S SIZE N)
($9801 $0085 PUS S GIRD U- INCL II £1186 S EMBO S SIZE N)
($0001 S888S POSSG IRDUINcL N EIIBGSEIIBOSSIZE N)
($0081 $0807 PUS N GIRD U INCt. II £1106 S ElIBO S SIZE E)

WIDTH: 14 -

FIGURE: (8 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7))
PACKET: TRUE
TEMPLATE: $OUAORUPEO -

18081 18005
WIDTH: N - WIDTH: E
FIGURE: (1) FIGURE : (5)
PACKET: 10080 PACKET: $8088
TEMPLATE: STORSO TEMPLATE: $LIPIB -

$8882 $8006
WIDTH: N - WIDTH: E
FIGURE: (2) FIGURE: (6) -

PACKET: $0000 PACKET: $0889
TEMPLATE: $BUST TEMPLATE: 111118

$8003 $0007
WIDTH: E IJWTI4: E
FIGURE: (3) FIGURE; (7)
PACKET: $9888 PACKET: $9800
TEMPLATE : ILIMB - TEMPLATE-: $TAIL

$8884 -

WIDTH : E
FIGURE: (4)
PACKET: $0800
TEMPLATE: $11118 -

Figure 17. The positional distribution of the adjunct sticks (three appendages at each end of
the principal axis), along with similarIty relations derived from the gird, m c i , size, and wldM
parameters (fou r appendages , two on each end are very similar while a remainIng one Is
ver y differ ent) . are used to select a general 3-I) model from the 3-D model catalogue. In this
case the Squadruped model was selected as indicated by the template propert y listed under
$(000. The second homology Is also carried out here assigning template properties to the
com ponents of $0000 and relatin g adjunct relations in $0000 to adjunct relations In
Squadruped (these latter assignments are not depicted here).
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$0008
RELATIONS:

($0080 $9081 PUS NN GIRD NN INCL. NH EMBG SS Eu RO SS SIZE NH)
(19991 10802 PUS 95 GIRD NH INCL NW Ef18G NH EMSO NH SIZE NW)
($8801 10083 PUS NN GIRD 9$ INCL 1.11.1 EIIBG EN EMBO $9 SIZE NW)
($9801 $0804 PUS NH GIRD SS INCL WU Et1BG US EM8D US SIZE NW)
($8001 $8985 PUS SS GIRD SS INCL 1414 EMBG EN EMBD NN SIZE NW)
(10081 19886 PUS SS GIRD SS INCL 1.11.1 EIIBG US Eu RO US SIZE NW)
(18001 $8007 PUS NH GIRD SS INCL 149 EMRO EN EMBD SS SIZE EN)

WIDTH: NW
FIGURE: (0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7))
PACKET: TRUE
TEMPLATE: $QUAORUPED

FIgure 18. We see here the state of $0000 just after the completIon of the relaxation process
depicted in fi gure 10. The adjunct relations have been recomputed by the image space
processor using symbo ls with a sli ghtly higher level of resolution. 
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- RELATIONS:
(10880 $0001 Pfl~ NH G iRD NH 1NCL NW EIIBG SS EMSI) 95 SIZE NH)
($8981 $0082 POS SS GIRD NW INCI NW EMBG NH EIIBI] NH SIZE NW)
($0881 $8803 PUS NW GIRD SS INCL UU EIIBG EN Eu RO 99 SIZE NW)
(10901 10804 PUS NW GIRD SS INCI 14W EIIBG US EMBO US SIZE NW)
(10801 18005 PUS 95 GIRD SS INCL 14W EIIBG EN EtIBO NIl SIZE NW )
(10081 10006 PUS SS GIRD SS INCL 1414 EMRO 149 E1180 US SIZE NW)
($0801 19807 PUS Nil GIRD SS INCL. US EMBG EN EMBO SS SIZE EN)

WiDTH: NW
FIGURE: (8 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7))
PACKET: TRUE
TEMPLATE: IGIRAFFE

Figure 19. The adjunct relations In figure 18 are used again to access a S-D model from the
3-D model catalogue. This access results In the selection of the $ giraffe ~-D model, based
largel y on the lengths of the neck and legs relative to the torso, and the first stage of
recognition Is complete.
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Secondary cata logue access and recognition
Having found the 3-D model orientation that achieves the best fit, we

can now compute a new set of adjunct relations for $0000, the model that is being built.
These are shown in figure 18. Notice that we are now using symbols with a slightly higher
level of resolution . The 3-D model catalogue can now be accessed in search of a more
specific shape. This access results in the selection of the S g iraffe 3-D model, based largely
on the lengths of the neck and legs relative to the torso, and the fIrst stage of recognition is
complete. The final state of the 3-D model is shown in figure 19.
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